
147 Joel Tce, Mount Lawley

Exceptional Riverside Charm and Quality!
 

Fastidiously true to its heritage past yet offering all of the essential
conveniences expected in a modern family home, this gorgeous 4 bedroom 2
bathroom residence delivers an uncompromising blend of circa-1920s
character and contemporary comfort just footsteps away from our
picturesque Swan River and lush pathways leading through beautiful Banks
Reserve, right up to the nearby Maylands Yacht Club.

 

A bold elevated statement from the road includes a Federation-style façade
with a striking bull-nose verandah that keeps the property’s nostalgia of
yesteryear firmly intact while also enjoying pleasant river glimpses and
overlooking a securely-gated front yard in the process. Inside, a classic
central passage is complemented by stunning leadlight entry features before
revealing a spacious traditional formal lounge and dining room where soaring
high decorative ceilings, feature cornices, skirting boards and trimmings and
solid Jarrah timber floorboards warmly welcome you with the utmost of
elegance.

 

Most of the aforementioned features are commonplace throughout a unique
floor plan that is headlined by an exquisite chef’s kitchen where a stainless-
steel five-burner Ilve gas cooktop/oven, a range hood of the same brand, an
LG dishwasher, an appliance nook, double sinks, a water-filter tap and a

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and
rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD
Property Type Residential
Property ID 15711
Land Area 490 m2
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Adam Whitford - 0406 616 608 
Darcy Glynn - 0431 009 495
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Xceed Real Estate - Sales
Level 8, 3 Hasler Road Herdsman,
WA, 6017 Australia 
08 9207 2088
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